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Your diving is run by Active Luton; a 'not for profit' sports
and leisure trust commissioned by Luton Borough Council.
It delivers a variety of sports and leisure facilities on its
behalf.
Mission Statement: “we aim to improve the health and well
being of our local community, offering accessible,
affordable opportunities to participate in physical activity”
Active Luton currently operates a number of leisure
centres across the town including the brand new Inspire:
Luton Sports Village, a golf course, athletics centre, a
children‟s soft play park and an outdoor education facility.
This diving scheme is part of the Active Education team; a
team of PE specialist teachers and coaches which
provides PE and sports to support schools and offers other
sports products such as Trampolining, Mininastics, and
Dive into Gym (DIG IT), all involving key skills which link
well into diving.
Diving at Inspire
Diving was made available through Active Luton when
Inspire: Luton Sports Village opened on 20th August 2012.
The scheme had a head start as the existing squad divers
from DiveGym transferred over that summer. With
experienced divers to watch, and excited with the buzz
from the Olympics, beginner Hydra lessons started filling
up. The following months saw the City of Leeds Diving
Club team up with Luton to put on a fantastic display for
the official opening and the Paralympics flame which the
Duke of Kent came to visit. Later came the opening of the
DryDive, and of course ITV‟s Splash! hosted by Tom
Daley. Along with the popularity of diving increasing
worldwide, the scheme at Inspire was expanding and
visions of the comprehensive structure you are involved in
today quickly became apparent.
This scheme is designed to cater for every diving
enthusiast from complete beginner to national level
competitor. Newcomers are able to join the progressive
Hydra Learn to Dive lessons, adults or associated

Contact details
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activities (DIG IT, gymnastics, trampolining) from which talented individuals are afforded the
opportunity of entering and working their way up the more advanced training squads.
The organisation of the squad structure follows a progressive system to be detailed later in
this booklet. We aim to place each diver in a training group that is right for their current level
of ability, potential and goals so they are kept stretched and motivated but not pressured into
moving too quickly. Within the training squads, emphasis is placed on maximising diving
potential within the athlete, personal achievement, competitive success, and enjoyment.
As well as the competitive programme, there is also space within the scheme for divers who
wish to pursue the sport recreationally, without the pressure of competitive involvement.
The DIG IT, gymnastics and trampolining classes provide another avenue through which
participants can improve their confidence, co-ordination, balance, spatial awareness, motor
skills in a fun and recreational environment, without even having to swim!
This booklet contains detailed information of the Diving Training Scheme.
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Coaches
David Jenkins
(Performance Officer)

Harry Glover
(Development Officer)

David was introduced to sport at
the early age of 5 where he
attended a well established
gymnastics club in Hendon and
competed nationally.

Between the ages of six and
twelve, Harry competed as a
Gymnast at his local club in
Plymouth. Following a trial at a
local summer diving camp he
soon became hooked and
joined the Plymouth Diving Team.

At 16 he started diving and following tuition from
Olympic Coach Derek Beaumont went on to
become national age-group champion of the 3m
board at the age of 17.
David continued diving locally whilst studying at
Leeds Metropolitan University and graduated with
a First Class Honours degree in Sports & Exercise
Science. He was also part of the Advanced
Apprenticeship in Sporting Excellence and received
“Graduate of the Year in Diving”.
As well as coaching, David has a strong passion for
acrobatic sport and strength and conditioning.

From the age of 16, Harry was mentored by Andy
Banks (Tom Daley’s Coach). Whilst completing his
4 x A Levels he undertook a NVQ Level 3 with an
apprenticeship in sporting excellence & diving. He
went on to study at the University of Leeds and
graduated with a BSc (Hons) Degree in Sports
Science and Physiology.
Whilst withdrawing from competitive diving in
2011, Harry continues to enjoy the thrill of diving
through coaching and diver progression.

Chelsey Lawson

Louise Van-Hoof

Chelsey started her diving career
at the age of 9 at the Wardown
Swimming Centre, joining Luton
Kingfishers Diving Club. Here she
developed her diving from Novice
through to Elite National Finalist.

Louise began diving at the age of
12 when she joined Luton
Kingfishers Diving Club, and
within the first 6 months of her
career had 4 national medals.
and competed internationally for the first time.
By the age of 16 Louise was competing at both
Junior European and World championships, as well
as taking part in her first Senior World Champs.
Louise left Luton at the age of 17 to turn
professional and trained in Sheffield, Southampton
and Plymouth. She retired in 2008 after the Beijing
World Cup and began coaching in Plymouth whilst
finishing her degree.
Louise has coached various levels of diving
alongside some of the UK’s top coaches.

At the age of 16 Chelsey commenced coaching and
took Level 1 & 2 qualifications in Diver Coaching.
Although being offered a place on the AASE
programme she decided to concentrate her efforts
on Coaching and entered the Professional Coach
Apprenticeship Level 3 Scheme. This has exposed
her to meeting and learning from some of the top
national coaches.
Chelsey has coached divers at various
competitions resulting in medal success at national
events. She is very enthusiastic & committed to
the sport.
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FUNdamental
 Sample a wide range of movement
activities
 No sports specific specialisation
 Development of basic movement
patterns
 Supportive parent involvement
 Emphasis on Games and Challenges
 Lots of FUN!!!
Learning to Train
 Introduce basic skills and fitness
 Reduce number of sports involved in
 More regular practice
 Emphasis on ability to train not to
compete
 Competition is introduced
Training to Train
 Individualised training programmes
based on individual needs
 Progressive development of technical
and mental skills
 Squads split into groups linked to
appropriate maturation levels
Training to Compete
 Individual programme design
focusing on targeted weaknesses and
strengths
 All year round training that is high in
intensity and specificity
 Training should simulate the
competitive environment
 Support services will need to be
integrated eg: Physiotherapy
 Performers strive to win at carefully
targeted events
 Performance learning and experience
is still the emphasis
Training to Win
 Assumes all relevant capacities have
been developed
 Focus training on optimising
performance or peaking at specifically
targeted high level competitive events
 Importance of planned rest to avoid
burnout and injury
 General training decreased but
significant increase in specific training
loads
 Multi-periodised approach developed
Retaining
 Recreational diving opportunities
 Recreational competitive
opportunities eg: Skills or Masters
 Training down for divers coming out
of high level
 Alternative activities eg: coaching
 Contact details

Long Term Athlete Development
(LTAD) Explained
The programme is supported at every level by a team of
experienced coaches implementing the philosophy‟s
behind Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD).
A long term athlete development model is simply a
description of what conditions children need at each
stage of their growth to fully meet their full potential in
sport.
Why is a long-term athlete development model needed
in a diving training scheme? Essentially, children‟s
development occurs within windows of optimum
trainability. Development continues outside these
windows, but not to the same potential.
So just as children who are not stimulated intellectually
at the right time cannot develop to their full intellectual
potential, neither will children who are not physically
stimulated at the right time reach their physical potential.
For the sport of diving, the development of this model
has been driven by the experience of our coaches who
have seen the opportunity in getting early development
right. They know that all divers move at a different pace
and this should not be compromised at any stage.
They are also aware that rapid growth during puberty
can be a very difficult time, as it disrupts coordination.
Girls are not as strong for their weight as they were
before the growth spurt, while boys are getting stronger.
Centre of gravity and relative limb lengths will also
change rapidly causing confusion to divers and parents.
This model suggests that we need an early recruitment
to diving, and recommends more advanced skills and
challenges at a younger age, but offers permission to
plateau during the challenges of rapid growth.
Other sports in Great Britain and around the world have
noticed fundamental improvements from the adoption of
a science-based LTAD Model. We expect diving in
Leeds, with its tradition of excellence, to see even
greater gains.
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Squad Structure
The following squad structure outlines the direction in which divers move through our
system. As the scheme continues to grow there can be multiples of each squad, particularly
in the novice stages. We aim to place each diver into a squad that is appropriate for their
ability and potential so that they are kept stretched and motivated. As well as the
comprehensive competitive structure, there is also space within the scheme for divers who
wish to pursue the sport recreationally or at a slower pace with novice competitions.

Competitive Squad Structure

Age-group Squads
A Squad

Development

B Squad

Development
Squads

Masters

Recreational
Squads
TID

Club Squads

Talent
Identification
Squads

Novice Squads
Skills Squads
Entry Squads

(Schools testing)

HYDRA
Adult Diving
HYDRA - Learn To Dive
(LTD)

Advanced +

Diveabilities

Advanced

Teen (12-15)

Intermediate

TID

Beginners

Stunt Diving

Trampolining
5-16yrs lessons
Adults lessons
DIG IT - Dive
Into Gym
3-5yrs lessons
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Getting Started
DIG IT
„DIG‟ it classes offer children aged 3-5 the chance to learn fun and challenging fundamental
diving and gymnastics skills in a world class setting. The fundamental movement skills will
compliment diving AND gymnastics; children will get to explore all kinds of new shapes,
swings, jumps, twists, rolls and landings. Children will work through a progressive skill chain
and awards scheme enabling them to become more confident individuals as they complete
goals and challenge themselves with more advanced skills set by the coaches.
Hydra Learn to Dive including TID lessons and Diveabilities (lessons for disabled
people)
The Hydra Learn to Dive programme including TID and Diveabilities lessons are run from the
Inspire: Luton Sports Village. These are run as a 30 minute lesson (1 hour for Diveabilities)
once a week for a block of 10 weeks. Lessons run through both term time and holidays after
school time during the week and at the weekend. The courses are structured through the
National Plan stages and ASA Kellogs Diving Awards, which provide a clear pathway for the
safe instruction of foundation level diving skills. Each level in the scheme provides a welldefined set of goals and targets for the learning of the sport, allowing progressive
development.
During the courses children work through 6 levels of the ASA structure. These are split into
Beginners (National Plan 9 & 10), Intermediates (Kelloggs 1 & 2) and Advanced (Kelloggs 3
& 4) lessons. Towards the end of each 10 week block, divers are assessed on the
appropriate ASA criteria and are awarded a Pass, or Fail. These award categories are used
to help us identify correct progression speeds and excellence as the children move through
the scheme. Basic aspects of diving are introduced, including good posture, tension and coordination. A variety of skills are taught from the poolside and the lower boards. These
include feet-first and head-first entries both forwards and backwards.
Entry Criteria:
5-16 years of age
National Plan Swimming Award – Level 4 (green hat)
(or be able to swim 25m confidently in deep water)
Diving Awards
ASA National Plan (Flip n Fun) – Stages 9 & 10
ASA Kellogs Diving Awards – Levels 1 - 4
LTAD:
FUNDAMENTAL
Hydra Adults and Stunt Diving
These classes give adults the chance to try out this unique and very challenging sport.
These are available to anyone 15 years of age or over, catering for any ability whether a
complete beginner, ex diver or ex gymnasts. We also have Stunt Diving, a session
specifically for those who are working towards or have completed the stunt register criteria.
All adults‟ sessions have a friendly atmosphere where everyone supports one another.
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Competitive Squads
Entry Squads
These training groups cover more advanced skills, working towards Levels 5 and 6 in the
ASA Kellogg‟s Diving Award Scheme. The divers must achieve a minimum of a „MERIT‟
Level pass to progress to the next level ensuring the right quality of diving skills needed at
the next stages of the scheme.
Divers become members of the Luton Diving Club to allow them to compete at local novice
level diving competitions.
Entry Criteria:
ASA Kellogs Diving Award – Level 4 (Merit)
Invitation from Diving Development Officer
Key Dives:
1m: Inward dive tuck and backward dive tucked
3m: Forward and backward line ups on 3m.
Awards:
ASA Kellogs Diving Awards – Levels 5 & 6
Competitions:
Level 1 & 2 regional/ invitational skills competitions
LTAD:
FUNdamental
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Talent Identification Squads
These divers are selected periodically at designated schools across Luton, Hertfordshire,
Bedfordshire. The school children are tested across a number of physical tests and the
individuals showing the right characteristics for diving are invited into this training group.
After 3 phases of testing (1. Schools 2. DryDive and Pool tests 3. 2 month trial) the divers
are grouped into two squads based on their speed of progression, attitude and age. Any
divers that do not make it into these two squads post phase 3 will be placed into LTD TID or
Entry squads.
We are looking for the divers to accelerate quickly in their learning of diving skills as well as
enjoying a sport they might not have naturally chosen. They will be required to attend regular
competition‟s as they are fast-tracked‟ into competent competitive divers.
Due to their potential and similarities, divers in TID squads will stay within the same squad
throughout their training career, quite like Development squad. If commitment to this squad
is difficult for the diver or the coach feels they would be more suited to a different squad they
can be moved.
Entry Criteria:
School based testing & Invitation
Initial Key Dives/Skills:
All LTD criteria, All line-ups, Hurdle drills, Board timing, Posture, Shape, Core conditioning.
Competitions:
Level 1 & 2 regional/ invitational skills competitions, national skills, TID games.
LTAD:
FUNdamental and Learning to Train
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Skills Squads
Divers in Skills Squads are the step up from Entry squads and are able to perform dives in
every direction on 1m. Divers are invited to more skills competitions and of a higher level
(Level 2) all year round. Diver‟s attitude is far more focused as they begin to step into the
Learning To Train phase of LTAD. Divers show more want to train, compete and develop
new skills.
Entry Criteria:
Invitation from Diving Development Officer & see key dives.
Key dives:
1m: Tuck dives all directions and forward 1.5 somersaults tucked
3m: Bouncing forward dive tucked – very good control, back dive tuck
5m: All line ups forward and back
Competitions:
All L2 skills competitions and TID Games
LTAD:
FUNdamental and Learning to Train
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Club Squads
Club squads offer a more relaxed approach to training where divers have the option to
compete. Coaches will have specific workouts for each diver which relate to their individual
goals and aspirations within diving. Depending on age, ability and personal targets, divers
are able to come into club squads from any other squad or Hydra lesson. Committed divers
showing good progression will always have the chance to move into A or B squad depending
on their dive list.
Entry Criteria: Invitation from head coach
Suggested dives:
1m: Front double somersault, back, reverse and inward sommersault tuck/pike.
3m: Inward 1.5 somersault tuck/pike. Back and Reverse dive tuck/pike.
5m: All dives tuck and pike. Front 1.5 tuck/pike. Armstand somersault.
Working on:
Dives for B-Squad
Competitions:
Regional/National skills and Regional Age Groups
LTAD:
FUNdamental and Learning to Train
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Development Squads
The divers in Development squad initially look to improve competitive performance by
regular attendance at skills level diving competitions all year round. These squads are
looking to develop our best novice divers with most potential coming from Entry and Skills
Squads who are showing good characteristics for diving.
More complex dives are taught in the pool, as well as further emphasis being placed on
dryland training. Divers work towards good competent basic diving skills on 1m springboard,
3m springboard and 5m platform.
They are also looking to perform competently at the ASA National Age Groups and identified
club competitions within each year. Within Development squad, diver‟s hours can increase
dependant on their performance in training and National Age Groups (Diving Development
Officers authorise any increase of hours).
Entry Criteria:
Medal at National Skills event/ Invitation from Diving Development Officer
Key dives:
1m: All dives tucked/piked. Somersault lead-ups for 3m 1.5s. Forward 1.5 piked. Inward 1.5
tucked. Forward 2 somersaults tucked.
3m: All dives tucked/piked. Front 1.5 piked and Inward 1.5 tucked/piked.
5m: All line-ups. All dives tucked/piked. Front 1.5 piked and Armstand somersault.
Working towards:
3m & 5m: Front 2.5 tucked. Back and reverse 1.5 tucked. At least one twist.
Competitions:
Regional/ National skills. Regional/Invitational Club/National Age Groups, TID Games (age
permitting)
LTAD:
Learning to Train and Training to Train
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B-Squad
B squads focus is on Age Group events. The initial stages of this squad may involve
National Skills events before moving on to Regional Age Group events. The sessions will be
working on more difficult skills over all of the boards, as well as starting to use the 7m
platform. As well as more complicated dives, dry training will also focus a lot on conditioning
and drills of specific areas of a dive.
Entry Criteria:
Invitation by head coach
Key dives:
1m: forward double somersaults tucked/piked. Backward 1.5 somersaults tucked. Reverse
somersault tucked/piked. Back 1.5, ½ twist.
3m: forward 2.5 somersaults tucked. Inward 1.5 somersaults tucked/piked. Back 1.5
somersaults tucked/piked. Back 1.5, ½ twist.
5m: forward 1.5 somersaults tucked/piked. Inward and backward 1.5 somersaults tucked.
7m: All line ups. Forward and inward dive tucked/piked. Armstand somersault piked.
Working towards:
1m forward somersault 1 twist, backward somersault 1.5 twists. Reverse 1.5 somersaults
tucked 1m and 3m.
Competitions:
Regional/National Age group.
LTAD:
Learning To Train and Training To Train
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A-Squad
Divers in A Squad are looking to develop competent competition lists over all boards. These
divers will aim to medal at National age-groups and are looking to compete at higher level
competitions such as Junior Elites and Senior nationals. A full list of dives is developed from
all boards (age dependant on 7.5 and 10m), so training becomes much more advanced both
in the pool and in drydive.
Strength, power, flexibility and speed will be of great focus in DryDive as well as lead-ups on
dry boards and trampolines. Divers will continue their practice of basic elements of diving
including required dives, and will also be building a set of optional dives with increased
degree of difficulty.
Entry Criteria:
Invitation by head coach
Key dives:
1m: forward 2.5 somersaults tucked/piked. Inward, backward and reverse 1.5 somersaults
and doubles.
3m: at least 2 2.5 somersaults tucked (forward and one other). Front 1.5, 1 twist and back
1.5, 0.5 twist. 1.5 somersaults all directions (tucked and piked). Requireds to score 7‟s.
7m/10m: All requireds inc. armstand somersault. Forward 2.5 somersaults piked.
3m/5m Platform: 1.5 and 2 somersaults all directions. Forward 2.5 somersaults tucked and
piked (5m).
Working towards:
10m list including optionals. 3m 2.5 somersaults all directions. Forward 3.5 somersaults
tucked.
Competitions:
Regional, Invitational Club/ National Age Groups. Junior Elites and Senior Nationals
LTAD:
Training To Compete
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Beacon Squad
In order to directly increase performance and coach development, Luton‟s
programme offers a Beacon Squad session on a Sunday which is available to divers
in the network who are making top 6 at Junior Elites and/or on English Programme
Squads. Divers can also be selected as a wildcard.
The Beacon session on Sunday consists of 2 hours in Dry Dive where we focus on
form and stability within take-offs and come outs along with intense conditioning and
also a large amount of dry board work on each diver‟s specific list of dives. After an
hour lunch is a 2 hour pool session where again we work on getting the basics of
diving to a high level and then the divers get a chance to work on their list with their
coach.
In partnership with Southend‟s Beacon programme, we also run 6 camps a year (3 at
Luton, 3 at Southend) providing more intense training for the Beacon squad and
workshops/guest speakers for coaches.
Luton Beacon programme has also made the Beacon squad time available to other top
divers from the Beacon network who are not on the squad. Clubs are allowed to bring 2 of
their top divers who they think could be fit for the squad in the future. It is recommended that
these divers are training for TID games or Junior Elites. This is to allow the team of coaches
to regularly evaluate the squad and discuss any changes if necessary.
Entry Criteria:
Invitation by head coach of Luton and
Southend Beacon programmes and




Achieving top 6 finish at Junior Elites
and/or on an English Programme
Squad
Wildcard invitation through
performance at TID Games, National
Age Groups or Junior Elites

Competitions:
Invitational Club competitions, Junior Elites,
Senior Nationals
LTAD:
Training To Compete
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Competitive Pathway Explained
Competition

Category

Purpose

Regional/ Club
invitational L1
Novice

Skills (7yrs14yrs)

The very first level of competition catering for all
beginners and newcomers to Entry squads. Fun!

Regional/ Club
invitational L2
Novice

Skills (8yrs16yrs)

Competitions designed to develop and improve the
basic diving skills needed at the higher levels in the
sports. These give Luton divers the chance to
compete against local divers and also divers from
all over Britain at competitions such as Shipley,
White Rose and Peter Waterfield Novices.

ASA National Skills
Finals

Skills (8yrs16yrs)

The highest skills level competition and a chance for
divers to compete against other divers from all over
the country. Divers must show high standard basic
dives and line ups and also achieve the qualifying
score from a regional skills event.

Regional Age
Groups

Age Group

Local age-group competition. A good event for
divers to compete at who are ready to come out of
skills and into age-groups. Divers should be
competent on dives in all directions on all boards.

National Club
Competitions

Age Group,
Elite Junior &
Open (9yrs+)

These are currently held in Leeds, Southampton,
Plymouth and Luton. They give opportunities for
developing divers at all levels to test their skills
against the best in the country. These can also act
as qualification into National age groups providing
the conditions are the same.

ASA National Age
Groups

Age Group
(9yrs-18yrs)

The top age group event for junior divers. Divers
going into this competition have a competent list of
dives which have proved well at national club
competitions and regional age groups. Top results
here on a full list can prove divers ready for Junior
Elites.

GB Junior Elite
Diving
Championships

Elite Junior
12yrs-18yrs

For group C divers and above competing with a
more advanced list and at a higher level than seen
at national age-groups. Divers here are looking to
qualify for British Diving‟s National Talent Squad at
this selection event.

National
Championships and
National Cup

Open 10yrs+

This is the main diving championships of the year in
which the best divers in GB compete without age
categorisation.

As well as control competitions before events, we hope to run internal club events and
regional events to assess all divers in the squads and to increase their experience in
competitive situations.
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Talent Pathway and the Beacon Programme
This diagram shows British Diving‟s pathway incorporating all levels of competitions on the
right hand side and English Talent Programme squads on the left. Competitions such as TID
Games and Junior Elite are predominantly used for selecting athletes into Talent squads.

Luton Diving – A Beacon Programme

Active Luton‟s diving programme in partnership with the Luton Diving Club and Luton
Borough Council is an ASA recognised Beacon Programme. As one of the few
facilities in Britain offering a fully equipped pool with dry facilities our „Beacon‟
programme supports the smaller clubs around our region in order to increase
participation, coach education and performance in the region.
In order to accomplish this, Luton will support their club network consisting of
Amersham, Barnet Copthall, Beaumont, Bedford Eagles, Corby, Dacorum and North
Beds by offering training time through the week. This training time is within our squad
training time and their attendance depends on how many divers we have in the pool.
External club‟s coaches and divers are aware of the rules within Active Luton‟s Dry
Dive and 10m facility. It‟s important to understand these clubs work around our divers.
In order to directly increase performance and coach development, Luton‟s programme
offers a Beacon Squad session which is available to divers in the network who are
making top 6 at Junior Elites and/or on English Programme Squads. Other top
performing divers can also be selected as a wildcard.
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Luton Diving Club

Keeping You Informed

As a professional programme, the Active Luton Diving Training
Scheme cannot register itself with the Governing Body (ASA).
Luton Diving Club is the avenue through which divers register
and compete. All divers who wish to compete must be a
member of the club.
Brian and Jackie Hazelton ran the Luton Kingfisher Diving Club
at the Wardown Leisure Centre in Luton for nearly 40 years.
They set up their diving programme, which included the first
purpose built diving dry land facility in 1997 . The Club had
numerous County, Regional, National and International
successes under their tuition. The name was changed to Luton
Diving Club in 2013 after Jackie and Brian retired.
The Club is made up of a strong committee of parents and
supporters whose main aims are to raise money to help fund
the divers at away events, ensure that that the members are
safe and support the development of the entire team of divers,
coaches and volunteers through membership of the ASA.
See more on the committee, coaches and divers on our
website: www.lutondiving.co.uk
The Luton Challenge: First run in 1988 under the Luton
Kingfisher Diving Club, and now The Luton Diving Club it is the
longest running club competition in Britain and is also very
special:
Date: End of November
Level: Age Group/ Elite/ Open. The Challenge is one of four
Invitational Club events run at this level. As the competition is
at the end of the year, divers are made to dive up an age-group
to prepare them for the year ahead.
Unique: The only competition to involve a Pairs event and give
prize money, it is an exciting opportunity for divers to team up
with an older/younger diver of the opposite sex. Teams go
through preliminary rounds, knockouts and finals. It is an
unique event that has attracted international divers and
Olympians such as Tom Daley, Rebecca Gallantree and Peter
Waterfield all wanting to get their hands on the Pairs Trophy!
Sponsor the Challenge: In order to help fund the running of
this huge event, companies can sponsor the Challenge and
have their advert in the programme, which is bought by the
majority attending the event.
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The Luton Diving Club have a
website at
www.lutondiving.co.uk
This website contains information
on:










The Diving Scheme
Coaches
Committee
Divers – highlighting
success
Forthcoming dates to
remind you about
Changes to training
Events calendar;
Competitions that the club
will be attending
Fundraising

If you have access to the internet,
this is a great way to keep
yourselves up to date with what‟s
happening within the programme.
There is
newsletter

also

a

Monthly

Make sure that the Club has your
email address as this is also by
far the easiest way for you to be
directly informed of events and
changes.
On joining the club, you are
asked to complete various forms:
see website for both the
protection of the diver and the
Club members: see website.
Some of these may be renewed
annually
to
ensure
our
information is kept up to date.
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Club Conditions
 Once divers reach Entry Squads or above they must also be members of the Club to
which an annual subscription is payable
 All members of the Club must also be registered with the Governing Body, which is
included in the Club fee.
 Entry to competitions will be strictly controlled by the Diving Development Officers.
 Information may not be released to the press by anyone other than the Committee
and Diving Development Officers. Both must always see a press release before
submitting.
 If your child attends a competition chaperoned by the Club, you must complete a
“loco parentis” & consent form which will be held on file in the diving office.
Events and Fundraising:
The Club is heavily committed to raising funds to offset the many costs to the divers and
coaches when competing outside the region, especially when larger teams travelling
together are chaperoned. Funds for the running of the Luton Challenge and internal
competitions, as well as supplying equipment such as judging pads and projectors to support
these events to the full, are also vital. This means that any ideas for fund raising events are
warmly welcomed and help from divers and parents is encouraged by the Committee. The
more money raised, the more support that can be given to the teams as the Club expands.
The Club organises/ participates in the following events:
 Luton Challenge
 Team Building Days (in partnership with Active Luton)
 Luton Diving Club Christmas Party and Awards night
 Summer BBQs
 War Run on Dunstable downs
 Bag packing in local supermarkets
Child Protection Statement – Luton Diving Club
The Amateur Swimming Association – ASA (Diving‟s Governing Body) has an extensive
Safeguarding Policy, Wavepower 2012-2015, which has been adopted by the Club and a
copy kept with the Welfare Officer and is also available on the website.
The Club strives to keep children safe from abuse AND staff safe from accusation, with
policies and procedures which are laid down for Chaperones and Coaches.
All the staff, permanent, part-time, paid and voluntary are on the ASA‟s Child Protection
Register and those involved in looking after the children (chaperoning and coaching) are
police checked through the DBS service.
Details of the Swim Line (a national help line for Child Protection in the Aquatic Sports) are
available on the Gym notice board. Swim Line calls are free and do not appear on itemised
bills.
The Club Welfare Officer can be contacted via email on welfare@lutondiving.co.uk
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Child Protection
The Diving Scheme complies with the Active Luton Equal opportunities act and child
protection policies. All coaches will receive relevant training in regards to these important
documents.
Consent forms:
When joining the Squads Scheme, you must complete a consent form. It is your
responsibility to let us know any changes in your personal details (e.g. address/phone
number), or in your child‟s health and ability to take part in diving sessions. Your details are
for our use only and will never be given to any third party.
Photography & Video
Parents are welcome to video diving sessions, or take photographic stills, but due to child
protection issues, anyone who wishes to do so, must fill out and sign the photography
approval form with a team leader at Inspire: Luton Sports Village reception. Please also be
advised that you can only take footage of your own child unless you gain permission from
the other Parents through the diving officers.
From time to time, we may use photographs of the divers for publicity material, newspaper
articles, posters etc. On completing the consent form, you are able to confirm if you do not
want photos of your child to be used. Videos are also used as a coaching aid for competitive
divers. This footage is not shown/given to anyone other than the divers and their coach.
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Scheme Conditions




Pool Information

On first selection into squads, you will need to fill out a
direct debit form, consent form and membership form
into the club.
Competitive squad allocation is dependent on the
achievement of the necessary standards. The criteria
laid out in the previous pages guidelines promotion
and demotion however the final decision as to
movement between groups always rests with the
Diving Development Officers.



After squad selection, divers must accept the
challenge of belonging to that group, show a
willingness to work towards their goals and commit
themselves to the minimum attendance requirements.
See diver code of conduct for more details.



Selections for competitions are controlled by the
coaches. Divers and parents are expected to abide by
the decision. Coaches will not enter divers into a
competition if they are not ready.



Resignation from the scheme should be given in
writing and addressed to the appropriate coach. In the
event of any diver being removed from the scheme, a
letter will be sent to the diver and parents of that diver.







Divers and parents should feel free to discuss any
problems with the coaching staff who are generally
available for most of the day but not when they are
coaching. In any organisation, problems will arise,
particularly when the organisation has a child centred
function. However, more often than not, consultation
can resolve what at first may appear to be an
insurmountable problem.
We aim to provide the best possible environment for
divers to train in with facilities and coach development
constantly being kept up to date. Our diving scheme
provides a place where highly motivated individuals
can strive to accomplish their ultimate goal and
potential within the sport and enjoy this challenge with
the support of team mates.
Although much of this booklet is devoted to the
training of competitive divers, those divers who do not
wish to compete, should remember that there are
plenty of avenues for them to pursue and plenty of
opportunity for them to continue in the sport, or
associated activities without the commitment that
competitive training entails.
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Valuables:
Please
discourage divers
from
bringing any valuables to the pool. If
they must bring them, keep them safe
in a locker.
Entry to the pool:
Please ensure all divers have a
Go4Less access card which allows
them entry through the barriers and
onto poolside. Access cards are £2.40
with which parents get a spectator
card for free. If your card is lost/stolen
you will need to contact the finance
team on 01582 400272 in order to
cancel it and be issued a new one.
Diving Pool Etiquette:
Anyone on the diving pool balcony
should be dressed appropriately. Noone is allowed on the balcony in
swimwear or bare feet.
Please also note, divers should not
venture onto the balcony whilst wet.
This is dangerous for them and for
other pool users. If they need
something from the balcony, please
pass it down to them over the railing.
Collecting your children:
Let your child know of the area you
will pick them up from each session
(changing rooms/ reception). Make
sure your child understands that if you
are not there (e.g. running late) they
know to go back to poolside where the
coaches can keep an eye on them.
You will also then know where your
child is when you get to the centre.
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Code of Conduct/ Diving Rules

1. Respect all the coaches, listen to and follow their instructions at all times and do not answer
them back.
2. Support, encourage and respect all divers at all times, arguing and fighting is unacceptable
behaviour.
3. Congratulate team mates on good dives/ new dives/ difficult dives.
4. Be honest.
5. Be sensible, do not try to put other divers off or distract them.
6. Remember your coach is the expert so do not coach others or give divers a call to come out of a
dive.
7. Use appropriate language at all times – bad language will not be tolerated.
8. No negative peer pressure before dives or at any time in training.
9. Trust your coach. You will only be told to do a dive if you have the ability to do it.
10. Be a positive role model to younger/less experienced divers, supporting and helping them
wherever needed.
11. Remember we are a squad where everyone is equal. Do not think you are better than, more
important than or have more priority over other divers.
12. Focus at all times, especially on the boards. No talking when you are about to dive.
13. If the board is free get on it!
14. Only one diver on a springboard (including the stairs) or trampoline at a time.
15. If you are on platform waiting to dive, stand at the back of the board and in sight of your coach.
Respect the diver going (do not make eye contact or talk to them) and focus on your own dive,
remaining quiet at all times.
16. Whenever you are about to dive imagine you are in competition and prepare mentally before
getting onto the board. Do not waste other divers training time. Go first time, no balking!
17. Use your chamois for the purpose it is intended i.e.no whipping.
18. Always strive for excellence Remember, the squad you are in is competitive and in order to meet
your potential to stay in the squad you are required to dive to a standard set by your coach. If
you are unable to attain or maintain this standard then you may be asked to move to a different
squad.
These rules are in place for your safety, and for you to enjoy and get the best out of your diving in
training and competition. If rules are broken, depending on the level of misconduct/ seriousness of
the rule, consequences can include warnings, being taken out of the session/competition, moving
into a different squad, a part/full ban from diving.
Diver: ........................ Signature.......................

Date........

Parent: ....................... Signature.......................

Date........
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Do’s and Don’ts for Diving Parents
Do for your Children:

Do not with your children:



Encourage your child to learn the rules and participate
within them.



Expect anything from your child
except their best efforts.



Support your child‟s involvement and help them to enjoy
their sport.



Force or pressure them into doing
the sport.



Emphasise fun, skill development and other benefits of
participation.



Compare your child‟s progress
with that of other children.



Discourage challenging/ arguing with officials.





Help your child recognise good performance, not just
results.



Provide regular encouragement and guidance for your
children.

Make your child feel guilty about
the time, energy and money you
are spending and the sacrifices
you are making.



Provide a healthy perspective to help children
understand success and failure.

Punish or belittle a child for poor
performance or making mistakes



Live out your own dream through
your child‟s participation.




Intervene if your child‟s behaviour is unacceptable
during practice or competitions.



Get to know the sport and show interest in their
participation, help them to practice, attend competitions,
ask questions, support and implement best nutrition and
physiological needs (e.g. stretching) which can be done
at home.



Get to know their goals, targets and training plan and be
there to support it.



Understand that your child will need a break
occasionally.



Ensure they are dressed appropriately for the activity
and have plenty to drink.



Give your child some space occasionally. Part of sports
participation involves figuring things out for themselves.



Keep a sense of humour. If you‟re having fun, so will
your child.
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Do for Yourself:

Don’t for Yourself:



Get great pleasure from your child‟s participation.



Get too ego-involved.



Endeavour to establish good communications with the
coaches, club committee and officials for the benefit of
all



Care too much about your child‟s
performance.





Enjoy yourself at competitions. Look relaxed, calm,
positive and energized. Your attitude influences how
your child feels and performs; unhappiness can reflect
on your child and cause them to feel guilty.

Lose perspective about the
importance of your child‟s sports
participation.



Publicly accept official‟s judgements



Set a good example by recognising good sportsmanship
and applauding the good performances of all



Have a life outside of your child‟s sports participation

Do with other Parents:

Don’t with other Parents:



Make friends with other parents at training and events.





Volunteer! Our committee is made up mainly of parents
and the development and success of our club depends
upon the time and energy of involved parents.



Work with other parents to ensure that all parents
behave appropriately and understand the etiquette at
practices and competitions.

Talk about others in the sports
community. Talk to them. It is
more constructive.

Do with Coaches:

Don’t with coaches:



Leave the coaching to the coaches.





Give them any support they need to help do their jobs
better.



Inform them when you child is unable to attend and of
any relevant issues that might affect your child at
practice.



Communicate with them about your child; you learn a lot
about your child from each other. Any feedback from
them that we do not see may be very beneficial.



Inquire about the progress of your child. You have a right
to know.



Make the coaches your allies.
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Interfere with their coaching during
practice or competitions.
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Scheme Administration
Finance membership team 01582 400272 Email: finance@activeluton.co.uk
Squads Fees (as at Jan 2014, fees may change in future)
Hours per week
<2
<3
<4
<5
<6
<7
7+

Monthly Fee
£30
£45
£55
£60
£70
£80
£90 (maximum fee)

Fee Payment:
Hydra Learn to Dive: Participants register and pay each term. Fees are paid to Inspire: Luton
Sports Village Reception.
Diving Training Squads: Fees must be paid through a monthly Direct Debit (other methods of
payment may be accepted in exceptional circumstances, please speak to a Diving
Development Officer). On joining a diving squad, you will be given a direct debit form to fill out,
after which you will receive an enrolment letter from the finance department detailing
information on your direct debit and any pro rata payment owed if you were to join part way
through the month.
Active Luton heavily subsidises its squad training scheme through having a successful learn to
dive programme. Monthly training fees also incorporate holidays and/or cancelled sessions. A
year of fees incorporates 4 weeks of holidays and/or cancelled sessions. Fees for a diver
training 3 sessions a week will therefore incorporate 12 holiday/cancelled sessions (1/ month)
or for a diver training 5 sessions a week – 20 sessions (5 every 3 months). Personal holidays
taken within training time are taken at your own discretion and are not included in the 4-week
cancellation bracket.
Fee refunds
Making up missed sessions: There is no facility to make up missed sessions as the
programme is simply too busy. (This may be reconsidered in exceptional circumstances).
Refunds can be applied for should you have evidence of over 4 weeks worth of cancelled
sessions. Applications must be in writing to a Diving Officer, providing details of the dates and
reasons for cancellations.
Applications throughout the year, for refunds of fees for sessions divers were absent due to
illness or injury must be accompanied by medical proof.
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Parent/Diver Responsibilities
Applicable to divers in Diving Scheme Squads





Should your diver decide to leave the training scheme; 30 days notice must be
provided, in writing to a Diving Development Officer in order for the necessary actions
to be taken to end your diving fee account. Should sufficient notice not be given the
following month‟s fees will still be payable.
Inform a Diving Development Officer of any change in circumstance (specifically
address and emergency contact details).
Inform a Diving Development Officer of any change to a diver‟s participation or
absence from the Training Scheme for a significant period of time. Written notice along
with medical proof (hospital/doctor‟s note) is required to apply for a refund of fees for
any long periods during which divers could not attend.

Applicable to Hydra Learn to Dive



Inform Inspire: Luton Sports Village Reception of any change in circumstance
(specifically address and emergency contact details).
Inform your child‟s coach of any medical information you think they need to know
about.

Active Luton responsibilities:





Ensure effective communication of important scheme information.
Ensure effective communication of important diver information between relevant
coaches.
Ensure personal data is kept confidential.
Communicate with sufficient notice any changes in training times/location, fees, and
selections for squads.
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Active Luton Diving Scheme Contacts
General enquiries and queries on Hydra Learn to Dive should be directed to:
Inspire Reception: 01582 393230
General enquiries and technical queries on the competitive diving scheme should be
directed to:
David Jenkins (Diving Performance Officer): david.jenkins@activeluton.co.uk 07718 119287
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Harry Glover (Diving Development Officer): harry.glover@activeluton.co.uk 07718 119285

